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$(A, P, \Pi, \Pi^{\vee})$ Cartan $i,j\in I$ 2 $\mathcal{Q}_{i,j}(u, v)$
$t_{i,j;p,q}\in k$ j; $-a_{ij},0\neq 0$ $\mathcal{Q}_{i,j}(u, v)=\mathcal{Q}_{j,i}(v, u)$
$\mathcal{Q}_{i,j}(u, v)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\sum_{p(\alpha_{i}|\alpha_{i})+q(\alpha_{j}|\alpha_{j})+2(\alpha_{i}|\alpha_{j})=0}t_{i,j;p,q}u^{p}v^{q} if i\neq j,0 if i=j,\end{array}$
$\Lambda\in p+$ $R^{\Lambda}(n)$
$\{e(\nu)|\nu=(\nu_{1}, \ldots, v_{n})\in I^{n}\}, \{x_{k}|1\leq k\leq n\}, \{\psi_{l}|1\leq l\leq n-1\}$
$1= \sum_{\nu\in I^{n}}e(v)$
$x_{k}e(\nu)=e(\nu)x_{k},$ $x_{k}x_{l}=x_{l}x_{k},$
$\psi_{l}e(\nu)=e(s_{l}(\nu))\psi_{l},$ $\psi_{k}\psi_{l}=\psi_{l}\psi_{k}$ if $|k-l|>1,$
$\psi_{k}^{2}e(\nu)=\mathcal{Q}_{\nu_{k},\nu_{k+1}}(x_{k}, x_{k+1})e(v)$ ,
$(\psi_{k}x_{l}-x_{s_{k}(l)}\psi_{k})e(\nu)=\{\begin{array}{ll}-e(\nu) if l=k and \nu_{k}=\nu_{k+1},e(\nu) if l=k+1 and \nu_{k}=v_{k+1},0 otherwise,\end{array}$
$(\psi_{k+1}\psi_{k}\psi_{k+1}-\psi_{k}\psi_{k+1}\psi_{k})e(v)$






$\deg(e(\nu))=O$ , deg $(x_{k}e(\nu))=(\alpha_{\nu_{k}}|\alpha_{\nu_{k}})$ , $\deg(\psi_{l}e(\nu))=-(\alpha_{\nu_{l}}|\alpha_{\nu_{l+1}})$ .
$\beta=\sum_{i=0}^{\ell}n_{i}\alpha_{i}\in Q+$ $\sum_{i=0}^{\ell}n_{i}=n$






\S 3 $-$ Erdmann-Nakano
$e$-core $e$-weight $\beta\in Q+$ $\kappa\in W\Lambda_{0}$ $k\in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$
$\beta=\Lambda_{0}-\kappa+k\delta$
























Brauer $T=(V, E)$ $T$
(a) $V=\{S, T_{1}, \ldots, T_{\ell}\}$
(b) $E=\{ST_{i}|1\leq i\leq\ell\}$
$S$ $e=2$ $\ell$
$Q$ $i$ $i+1$ $\alpha_{i}$ $kQ$
$(\alpha_{i}\alpha_{i+1}\cdots\alpha_{i-1})^{e\ell}\alpha_{i}=0 (\forall i\in \mathbb{Z}/\ell \mathbb{Z})$
$M_{i}^{(j)}=P_{i}/Soc^{j}(P_{i}) (1\leq j\leq 2\ell)$
$0arrow M_{i+1}^{(j)}arrow M_{i}^{(j-1)}\oplus M_{i+1}^{(j+1)}arrow M_{i}^{(j)}arrow 0$









5 [6, Thm.2.1] $A$














$\gamma Co^{\bigwedge_{\circ}\bigwedge_{\circ}}\alpha_{1}\alpha_{2}\tilde{\beta_{1}}\tilde{\beta_{2}}$ . . . . . . . . . . . . $0_{\frac{\wedge\alpha\ell}{\beta_{\ell}}}\circ$
$\gamma\alpha_{1}=0, \beta_{1}\gamma=0, \gamma^{2}=\alpha_{1}\beta_{1}, \alpha_{\ell}\beta_{\ell}=0, \delta^{2}=0,$
$\beta_{i}\alpha_{i}=\alpha_{i+1}\beta_{i+1}(1\leq i\leq\ell-2)$ ,





$\alpha_{i}\beta_{i}=0 (1\leq i\leq\ell)$ ,
$\beta_{i}\alpha_{i}=0 (1\leq i\leq\ell-1)$ ,
$\alpha_{i}\alpha_{i+1}=0 (1\leq i\leq\ell-1)$ ,






{ $\alpha^{\pm}|\alpha$ $Q$ }
$w=w_{1}\ldots w_{n}$ $w$
(i) $w_{i}$ $w_{i+1}$
(ii) $w_{i}\cdots w_{j}=\alpha_{i}^{+}\cdots\alpha_{j}^{+}$ $\alpha_{i}\cdots\alpha j\not\in I$
(iii) $w_{i}\cdots w_{j}=\alpha_{i}^{-}\cdots\alpha_{\overline{j}}$ $\alpha_{j}\cdots\alpha_{i}\not\in I$













( ) $a$ $b$
$a=\delta\alpha_{p}^{-1}\beta_{\ell}^{-1},$ $b=\delta\alpha_{\ell}^{-1}\beta_{\ell-1}\cdots\alpha_{2}^{-1}\beta_{1\gamma^{-1}\alpha_{1}\beta_{2}^{-1}\cdots\alpha_{\ell-1}\beta_{\ell}^{-1}}$ ( $\ell$ )
$a=\delta^{-1}\beta_{\ell}\alpha\ell,$ $b=\delta^{-1}\beta\ell\alpha_{\ell-1}^{-1}\cdots\alpha_{2}^{-1}\beta_{1\gamma^{-1}\alpha_{1}\beta_{2}^{-1}\cdots\alpha_{\ell}}$ ( $\ell$ )
$q$ $\{x_{1}\cdots x_{q}|x_{i}=a or b\}\backslash \{a^{q}, b^{q}\}$ $(2^{q}-2)/q$
[12, Lem.l] $\mu(d)$
( )
$\{Be_{i}/B\alpha|\alpha$ $i\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\alpha$ $\}$
$Be_{i}/B\alpha=M(u)$ $\tau(Be_{i}/B\alpha)=M(v)$
$0arrow M(v)arrow M(u\alpha^{-1}v)arrow M(u)arrow 0.$
$Be_{\ell}/B\delta$ $Be_{\ell}arrow Be_{\ell}$ $x\mapsto x\delta$
$Be_{\ell} arrow Be_{\ell}arrow Be\ell/B\delta=\frac{\langle e_{\ell},\delta,\alpha_{\ell},\beta_{\ell}\alpha_{\ell},\alpha_{\ell}\delta\rangle_{k}}{\langle\delta,\alpha_{\ell}\delta\rangle_{k}}=M(\beta_{\ell}\alpha_{\ell})$
$Be_{\ell}/B\delta$ $\tau(M(\beta_{\ell}\alpha_{\ell}))\simeq M(\beta_{\ell}\alpha_{\ell})$
$Be_{0}/B\gamma$ $\tau$- $2\ell+1$ $Be_{i}/B\alpha(\alpha\neq\delta)$
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